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Executive Summary 
The pace of change and disruption in businesses and organizations across industries is 
accelerating, with each industry looking for how they can transform into an increasingly 
digital organization. To keep up, many organizations have embraced the Software-
Defined Datacenter (SDDC) which delivers the operational model of Virtual Machines 
for entire networks.  
 
Remote Office and Branch Office (ROBO) infrastructure on the other hand has 
remained fairly static, while the expectations of branch users, and challenges facing the 
branch have drastically changed. The static nature of both the infrastructure itself, but 
also how branch network topologies are built, slows the organization down and adds 
unnecessary costs. The high cost of having multiple purpose-built appliances in each 
branch, the operational expenses associated with private MPLS services, and the time 
and resources required to bring up a new branch are just some of the challenges. In 
addition, the ever-increasing rate of innovation is driving the need for fast and flexible 
rollout of new applications to the branches while ensuring security is not compromised. 
 
VMware now enables organizations to extend virtualization beyond their data center to 
remote and branch offices (ROBO) with vSphere, vSAN and NSX ROBO options. vSAN 
and vSphere for ROBO have been available for several years and have been widely 
deployed. With the NSX 6.3 release, VMware has introduced an NSX option for ROBO, 
allowing customers to extend key NSX use cases such as Micro-Segmentation to 
remote and branch offices, and leverage NSX as the platform to bring together the 
appropriate components for a given branch and apply a common set of networking and 
security policies.  
 
The VMware ROBO solution enables a next-generation “Software-Defined Branch” with 
vSphere enabling the virtualization of applications, and vSAN providing storage 
availability and resiliency. NSX provides security and visibility by extending micro-
segmentation and a common platform for advanced integrations to the branch. The 
provisioning of the ROBO software stack, networking, and security can now be 
automated and once deployed, branches can be centrally managed. In addition, 3rd 
party services such as an SD-WAN virtual appliance, or the NSX Edge Services 
Gateway can be deployed within the branch server to enable an adaptable branch 
perimeter. 
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Introduction to VMware NSX 
VMware NSX® is the network virtualization platform for the Software-Defined Data 
Center (SDDC), delivering the operational model of a Virtual Machine for entire 
networks. With NSX, network functions including switching, routing, and firewalling are 
embedded in the hypervisor and distributed across the environment. This effectively 
creates a “network hypervisor” that acts as a platform for virtual networks and services. 
Similar to the operational model of Virtual Machines, virtual networks are 
programmatically provisioned and managed independently of underlying hardware. 
NSX reproduces the entire network model in software, enabling any network topology— 
from simple to complex multitier networks— to be created and provisioned in seconds. 
Users can create multiple virtual networks with diverse requirements, leveraging a 
combination of the services offered via NSX to build inherently more secure 
environments.  
 

Key Benefits 
• Micro-segmentation and granular security delivered to the individual workload  
• Reduced network provisioning time from days to seconds and improved operational 
efficiency through automation  
• Workload mobility independent of physical network topology within and across data 
centers  
• Enhanced security and advanced networking services through an ecosystem of 
leading third-party vendors  

 

Use Cases 

Security  
NSX enables organizations to divide the data center into distinct security segments 
logically, down to the level of the individual workload—irrespective of the workload’s 
network subnet or VLAN. IT teams can then define security policies and controls for 
each workload based on dynamic security groups, which ensures immediate responses 
to threats inside the data center and enforcement down to the individual Virtual 
Machine. Unlike in traditional networks, if an attacker gets through data center 
perimeter defenses, threats can’t move laterally within the data center.  

Automation  
NSX addresses the challenge of lengthy network provisioning, configuration errors, and 
costly processes by automating labor-intensive, error-prone tasks. NSX creates 
networks in software, eliminating bottlenecks associated with hardware-based 
networks.  
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Native integration of NSX with cloud management platforms such as vRealize 
Automation or OpenStack enable further automation. 

Application Continuity 

Since NSX abstracts networking from the underlying hardware, networking and security 
policies are attached to their associated workloads. Organizations can easily replicate 
entire application environments to remote data centers for disaster recovery, move 
them from one corporate data center to another, or deploy them into a hybrid cloud 
environment—all in minutes, all without disrupting the applications, and all without 
touching the physical network.  

 

VMware NSX Editions 
New NSX offerings enable more customers to meet their specific network virtualization 
requirements to start on the path to the Software-Defined Data Center.  

Standard  
For organizations needing agility and automation of the network  

Advanced  
For organizations needing Standard, plus a fundamentally more secure data center with 
micro-segmentation  

Enterprise  
For organizations needing Advanced, plus networking and security across multiple 
domains  

ROBO  

For organizations looking to virtualize and secure applications in the remote office or 
branch office. 
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Branch Infrastructure is Stuck in the Past 

What is ROBO 
ROBO stands for Remote Office or Branch Office. Typically, the infrastructure at these 
locations are of a significantly smaller scale than the Headquarters (HQ) and don’t 
include most components you would find in a data center environment. ROBO sites 
commonly have little or no IT staff and a limited number of workloads that are local to 
the site, but they are often a key part of the business or organization.  
 

The Branch Matters 
In many cases, the branch is the face of the business or organization. This is also true 
from the employee perspective – for organizations with many branch offices, the vast 
majority of employees don’t actually work in the corporate HQ, but work in a remote or 
branch office. Consider for example retail, banking, and production facilities. Then 
consider the data storage perspective - about half of enterprise data is stored outside of 
the data center. Some is sitting on remote servers in the branch locations, and some is 
hosted in the cloud.  
Finally, about 4 Billion dollars is spent every year on the branch office. This includes 
capital expenses such as hardware appliances required for all those remote offices as 
well as operational expenses such as maintenance, services, support contracts, and 
those expensive leased lines. 
 

Traditional Branch Infrastructure 
Typically, most of the services in the branch are deployed as physical appliances. For 
example, there are often pairs of redundant routers, firewalls, and Point of Sale 
appliances at retail stores. All of these specialized physical appliances need to be 
shipped, bootstrapped individually and have their own management solution which 
often has to be deployed at the branch as well, and from there, there is a reluctance to 
consider new applications as those steps would have to be repeated once again. 
Management of these point products is complex and each requires specialized 
personnel for both the on-site configuration as well as ongoing operations. Very often 
setting up a new branch requires highly skilled personnel to go on site to set up different 
pieces of the branch infrastructure, which is very time and cost intensive. 
 
In the traditional branch office model, all traffic, including Internet traffic, is backhauled 
to the HQ over a private leased line. For many organizations, the expense associated 
with leased lines is one of the major pain points associated with the branch office. 
Leased lines offer guaranteed private services, but they usually offer very low 
throughput at a very high cost. Modern branch offices often have much higher 
bandwidth demands that cannot be met by leased lines, but can also not rely on a 
single Internet broadband connection which offers no service guarantee. In addition to 
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the high expense associated with a private link, it also takes a considerable amount of 
time, typically in the range of 45 to 90 days, to provision a new private line.  
 
While some enterprises leverage broadband connections to connect their branches, this 
is often just used as a backup, or purely for local internet breakout. In that case, there is 
now a new requirement for perimeter security at the branch. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Traditional Branch Backhaul Model      Figure 2: Branch with Local Internet Breakout 

 
As a result, it is a slow, costly, and complex process to start a new branch and to bring 
new services and innovations to existing branch locations. This can even hold 
organizations back from even starting initiatives that could otherwise be impactful to 
their business. 

 

Building a Better Branch 
 
Given the challenges with traditional branch infrastructure, what are the characteristics 
of a next-generation branch solution? How would a Software-Defined Branch look? 
 
The key requirements of the Software-Defined Branch solution can be classified in 6 
areas: 
• Streamlined Provisioning 
• Reliability and Availability 
• Adaptable Branch Networking 
• Visibility and Security 
• Consolidated Infrastructure 
• Centralized Management and Operations 
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With these, the branch can evolve from a slow and static part of the organization to a 
more adaptable one that is open to new innovations. In addition, these can enable lower 
capital and operating expenses compared to the traditional branch infrastructure. 

 
 
Figure 3: Key Requirements of a Next Generation Branch 

Streamlined Provisioning 
With streamlined provisioning, enterprises want to be able to bring up a new branch in 
less time and with spending less resources then they do right now. Typically, IT teams 
spend multiple weeks or months getting branch infrastructure deployed and configured, 
and require specialized personnel to configure different pieces of specialized equipment 
such as routers, firewall and file and print servers. In addition to that, shipping different 
pieces of specialized hardware to often remote locations across the globe can introduce 
supply chain challenges such as equipment not being allowed or being held up in 
customs due to local regulations. Also, a lot of remote offices are still connected via 
private circuits, which very often take multiple months to be delivered by the service 
provider. Therefore, these organizations want to drastically reduce the time and 
expense associated with bringing up new branch infrastructure. Because remote and 
branch offices often have such similar requirements, virtualization and automation are 
key in solving the provisioning problem. 
 

Reliability and Availability 
Reliability and availability is another key requirement. Corporations need their branch 
infrastructure to be resilient to failure such as failure of individual appliances or 
applications, or failure of a WAN link. Think for instance of the impact to a retail 
business when a point of sale application or WAN link processing credit card 
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transactions is down. 
 

Adaptable Network 
A large percentage of corporations connect branches to their data center via MPLS 
based private circuits, and often also backhaul all Internet traffic over that link. These 
private circuits are expensive, and take a lot of time to get delivered. Organizations 
want to be able to use multiple business broadband links in an active/active fashion, 
with business policies defining how different applications use the available pool of 
Internet/WAN connectivity, and used secured tunnels to connect branches to each other 
and to the datacenter. These broadband links are significantly less expensive, more 
easily available and can be delivered in hours or days. Other organizations may be 
looking for a more basic solution, such as the ability to establish a secure connection 
from the branches to the data center or the replacement of a physical router with a 
virtual appliance to reduce the overall footprint and cost of the branch infrastructure.  
In addition to an adaptable WAN, the ability to define Local Area networking in software, 
distributed across the branches, but controlled centrally, enables enterprises to 
provision applications along with their connectivity at the branches in a similar way and 
time as at the data center. 
 

Visibility and Security 
Another key requirement for solving branch challenges is visibility and security. Very 
often compliance is a driver for security at the branch. Different lines of business may 
exist at the branches which may need to be segmented from each other, regulations 
may require isolation of specific workloads, or customer-facing applications may need to 
be separated for internal apps. As organizations are implementing a zero-trust 
architecture in their SDDC, extending that model to the branches is the logical next 
step. Also, because organizations are now leveraging local Internet breakout at the 
branches, branch perimeter security becomes another key security requirement. This 
typically involves Next-Generation Firewall functionality such as application visibility and 
control, URL filtering and IPS to protect users, virtual workloads and physical 
appliances. 
 

Infrastructure Consolidation  
Along with streamlined provisioning, reducing the number of physical appliances that 
are deployed at each branch is a common ask. Each appliance is a potential point of 
failure, and in many cases the footprint and power consumption associate with a large 
stack of appliances is a challenge. Virtualization has been the norm in the datacenter 
for many years. Many of the services that run as physical appliances in the branch can 
be virtualized and consolidated on a single x86 server with ESXi and NSX as the 
platform. 
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Central Management and Operations  
Managing infrastructure and applications that are distributed across a large number of 
geographically dispersed branches is challenging. In addition, the multitude of services 
that exist at those branches often forces a siloed and costly model of operations and 
management. In order to deal with those challenges, enterprises are looking at how 
branch management and operations can be centralized, with fewer panes of glass, 
managed by a broad and central IT organization rather than specialized regional siloes. 
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VMware ROBO Solution 

Overview 
With ESXi and NSX, VMware offers a converged software platform that runs on 
commodity x86 hardware. Many of the applications that typically run in a branch office 
are now also available in a virtual form factor, and x86 is powerful enough to run many 
of these services on a single box, replacing multiple purpose-built, difficult to provision 
and difficult to manage boxes that take up a large footprint.  
 
vSphere ROBO licensing, which is based on a per-VM model is available in standard 
and advanced mode, and includes vSphere HA and vSphere Replication for High 
Availability and Resiliency. ROBO licensing is also available for vSAN, enabling hyper-
converged storage optimized for VMs. vSAN runs on standard x86 and pools HDD/SDD 
into a single datastore to deliver enterprise-level scalability and performance for the 
data center and ROBO. ROBO Licensing for NSX is available as of the NSX 6.3 release 
and provides per-VM licensing. It provides similar features to the Advanced NSX 
license, with the addition of VPN support but without Distributed Routing.  
 
The Management plane can be centralized, so that vCenter, NSX manager and also 
partner solutions can be deployed at the HQ to manage the remote branches. 
The VMware stack provides an intelligent fabric, leveraging native network and security 
services such as distributed switching, the Edge Services Gateway and the Distributed 
Firewall, as well as a platform for the insertion of 3rd party services. Furthermore, 
additional services such as SD-WAN can be deployed as a Virtual Machine on the 
branch server rather than being a separate appliance. Templates and policies can be 
used to pre-define the ROBO software stack and security requirements for a set of 
branches with a choice of automation tools like VMware vRealize Automation or build 
automation scripts leveraging the vSphere and NSX API to automate the end-to-end 
deployment of the ROBO software stack. 
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Figure 4: VMware ROBO with Centralized Management 
 
 

Streamlined Provisioning through automation 
While with a traditional branch, provisioning requires multiple pieces of hardware to be 
sent to a branch, often requiring complex configuration by specialized personnel on site 
and taking a lot of time, provisioning of the VMware ROBO branch solution can be done 
in 3 steps, automated, and can be done almost entirely from a central location. 
 
The first step is to define templates that specify the storage policy, LAN connectivity, 
security policies and WAN connectivity for each set of branches. This involves native 
VMware components such as vSAN, distributed switches and NSX security policies, 
and may also involve partner security services and partner SD-WAN solution. 
The second step is the burn-in phase, in which the entire ROBO software stack is 
installed on the ROBO host. This is typically done at a central staging location. 
Finally, the host is shipped to the branch, WAN and LAN are connected, connectivity 
to the DC is established and policies are synced, after which the branch infrastructure is 
fully operational. 
 

Template Definition 
In order to group branches that have similar requirements with regards to the software 
stack, LAN/WAN connectivity, and security, we can create multiple templates for each 
of these requirements and apply those to the appropriate set of branches. For instance, 
let’s suppose all branches in the US that have MPLS, Broadband and LTE available, 
need file, print and Point of Sale appliances, require NGFW services, and need micro-
segmentation to address compliance requirements, can be defined with templates and 
policies that define the software stack, networking and security. 
Then, Host Profiles can be used to specify the vSphere configuration, Virtual Machine 
templates can be leveraged to define the ROBO software stack, Distributed Switches 
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and port-groups can be used as a template, and multiple security policies can be 
configured in NSX. 
vRealize Automation with multi-machine blueprints, or APIs for vSphere and NSX, can 
then be leveraged to define the end-to-end deployment of the ROBO software stack, 
networking and security.  
The entire ROBO software stack along with the appropriate network and security 
configurations can then be applied as soon as a new branch that needs those particular 
configurations is ready to be deployed. 

 
Figure 5: ROBO Blueprint 
 

Burning in the Host 
Once templates have been defined, and the appropriate templates have been chosen 
for the branch that is being rolled out, the branch host can be burned in.  
Burning in the hosts consists of two different phases. The first phase is the installation 
and configuration of ESXi on the host server. There are multiple ways this can be 
automated. You can use a standard ESXi installation and then use PowerCLI to 
customize the configuration. Customized scripted installation along with PXEboot is 
another option, as is stateful auto-deploy with host profiles. Auto deploy and host 
profiles allows you to specify which image should be deployed to which hosts, what 
vCenter folder or cluster the host should be added to, and any other host customization. 
Auto Deploy maps hosts to image profiles and host profiles, and when a host is first 
booted, a corresponding host object is created in vCenter. 
 
Once ESXi has been installed with the appropriate customization, we get to the second 
phase of the burn-in process which is instantiating the ROBO software stack. This 
includes preparing the host with NSX, deploying any additional network and security 
services like SD-WAN, firewalls and infrastructure services like Active Directory, file and 
print servers, as well as other branch applications and applying the appropriate port 
groups, distributed firewall security groups and policies. This can be automated using 
scripts that leverage the vSphere and NSX APIs, or can also be done using vRA with 
multi-machine blueprints. Once the host is burned in, it can be shipped to the branch. 
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Figure 6: Branch Server running ROBO Software stack with networking and security VNFs 

 

Connecting the Branch 
Once the host running the ROBO software stack has arrived at the branch, it needs to 
be connected to the WAN and LAN interfaces, and power. Connectivity to the data 
center can be automatically established, either through an existing physical router with 
a private link or VPN, through the NSX Edge Services Gateway, or using SD-WAN 
virtual appliance running on the host.  
In the latter case, as soon as the SD-WAN virtual appliance is able to connect to the 
internet, it will reach out to its cloud-based management portal and attempt to register 
itself as part of the organization’s infrastructure. After an admin approves the new 
branch SD-WAN device, it goes through ZTP (Zero Touch Provisioning) and establishes 
secure tunnels to the data center and other branches. After that, the connection 
between the host and vCenter is restored and policies are synchronized. 
 

 
Figure 7: Branch Server Connected to LAN/WAN at ROBO site 
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Reliable and Available Applications and Infrastructure with vSphere, 
vSAN and NSX 
Availability and reliability requirements for Remote and Branch Offices applies to Virtual 
Machines, infrastructure and WAN connectivity.  

VMware offers several solutions as part of vSphere, vSAN or NSX to enable reliable 
and highly available workloads and infrastructure in the data center as well as in the 
Remote and Branch Offices. 

In addition to that, commercially available x86 based hardware typically has a higher 
Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) than specialized hardware, and they are easier to 
replace. It is much more operationally efficient to store a number of x86 servers in a 
depot for quick redeployment in the case of a hardware failure at a branch than having 
to store multiple stacks of unused backup specialized hardware. 

vSphere HA 
VMware HA provides high availability for Virtual Machines by pooling them and the 
hosts they reside on into a cluster. Hosts in the cluster are monitored and in the event of 
a failure, the Virtual Machines on a failed host are restarted on alternate hosts. 

vSphere Replication 
VMware vSphere Replication is a Virtual Machine data protection and disaster recovery 
solution. It is fully integrated with VMware vCenter Server and VMware vSphere Web 
Client, providing host-based, asynchronous replication of Virtual Machines. 

vSAN 

While vSphere abstracts and aggregates compute and memory resources into logical 
pools of compute capacity, Virtual SAN – embedded in vSphere – pools server-attached 
storage to create a high performance, shared datastore for Virtual Machine storage. 

Virtual SAN integrates with the entire VMware stack, including features like vMotion, 
High Availability, DRS, etc. VM storage provisioning and day-to-day management of 
storage SLAs can all be controlled through VM-level policies that can be set and 
modified on-the-fly. Virtual SAN delivers enterprise-class features, scale, and 
performance, making it an ideal storage platform for VMs. 
Virtual SAN provides both enterprise-class scale and performance as well as new 
capabilities that broaden the applicability of the now proven Virtual SAN technology to a 
wide variety of use cases at businesses of all types and sizes.  
The most common use cases include business-critical applications, end user computing 
(VDI), disaster recovery, and remote/branch. 
3 node clusters or 2 node clusters with the addition of a witness VN are supported to 
enable vSAN in the Remote/Branch office.  
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NSX  
The NSX Edge Services Gateway can be deployed in HA mode, in which a pair of 
ESGs are deployed on the virtualized infrastructure. NSX Edges replicate the 
configuration from the primary appliance to the standby appliance. Both primary and 
secondary appliance can be deployed on the same or different ESX hosts. The primary 
appliance maintains a heartbeat with the standby appliance and sends service updates 
through an internal service. In case the heartbeat is not received, the standby appliance 
moves to the active state and takes over the interface configuration of the primary 
appliance. Logical switch connections and firewall sessions are synchronized between 
the primary and standby appliances, so there is no service disruption during switch 
over. 
 
The NSX Service Insertion framework allows for third party services such as NGFW or 
IPS/IDS to be seamlessly inserted into the data path, with granular traffic steering 
control and with the ability to use the same dynamic policy constructs in the partner 
services and NSX. Through Service Insertion, NSX can provision the partner appliance 
(Service VM) with the appropriate configuration into a cluster of hosts in the data center 
or in a remote or branch office. 
The Service Insertion Framework supports a fail-open or fail-closed mechanism so that 
traffic can bypass a failed partner service. This framework also enables a very quick 
removal and redeployment of a partner service Virtual Machine in the case of a failure. 
This redeployment time is negligible compared to the time it takes to replace a physical 
firewall, where even with a short RMA window it takes significant time and resources to 
get the replacement device installed and reconfigured. With Service Insertion, 
redeploying the partner Service VM takes only minutes. It also gives businesses and 
organizations additional flexibility, allowing them to swap between different vendors. 

Enabling the Adaptable Network with Distributed Switching, Edge 
Services and SD-WAN 
In the modern branch, enterprises need to provide high throughput Internet and WAN 
connectivity in order to enable users at the branch to leverage cloud-based media-rich 
applications. Existing private links are expensive, and backhauling Internet traffic 
through these links is inefficient and leads to poor application performance in branches, 
impacting branch employees who expect the same level of application performance 
when they work from home, the HQ or a branch office.  
Enterprises also need flexible and agile rollout of WAN connectivity to new locations, 
and need to be able to quickly adjust the WAN capacity at existing locations. 
Finally, enterprises are looking to virtualize branch routing functionality, in order to make 
these functions more flexible, and reduce the cost and resources associated with the 
provisioning, deployment, configuration and other lifecycle elements of traditional 
branch WAN routers. 
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Software-Defined WAN enables hybrid-WAN, which is the ability to use multiple 
different types of WAN/Internet circuits in an active/active fashion based on an 
administratively defined business-policy. 
SD-WAN technology basically virtualizes and pools WAN resources. SD-WAN solutions 
offer a central cloud-based management plane, with a hybrid control plane that is 
partially centralized, partially distributed to the SD-WAN appliances at the branches and 
a distributed forwarding plane. These solutions have a built-in application identification 
engine allowing them to identify which application a particular flow belongs to, and allow 
users to define business policies that dictate how different applications or groups of 
applications should be handled. (e.g. voice traffic should be steered preferably over the 
MPLS link because of low latency requirements, it should be prioritized but it can switch 
over to another link if the SLA is no longer met on the MPLS link.) 
SD-WAN appliances from several vendors are available in a Virtual Machine form factor 
for ESXi. 
 

 
Figure 8: VMware vSphere, NSX and 3rd party SD-WAN enabling hybrid WAN 
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Virtual SD-WAN appliances help to eliminate proprietary appliance stacks, by 
virtualizing the routing functionality. SD-WAN solutions also provide a very scalable way 
of establishing a secure communication between all branches and the data-center, and 
branch-to-branch across public links. SD-WAN reduces the operational expenses and 
overhead associated with private circuits and because public circuits deliver high 
throughput at low cost, they enable improved access to business applications in the 
cloud. 
 
By running an SD-WAN Virtual Machine appliance on the branch ESXi host running 
NSX, enterprises can implement hybrid WAN through SD-WAN as well as security and 
visibility for East-West and Internet/WAN traffic through the NSX Distributed Firewall 
and partner firewall services. All of the management component of this solution can 
reside either in the data center or public cloud.  
 
Some of the benefits of combining the VMware ROBO solution and SD-WAN at the 
branch is the added operational simplicity and reduced CapEx by replacing the stack of 
single-purpose appliance HA pairs such as routers, firewalls and WAN optimizers with 
x86 hardware, reducing provisioning and installation time and expenses. In addition, an 
x86 server or pair of servers takes up far less space and uses significantly less power 
than that traditional stack of appliances. 
 

 
Figure 9: Centralized Management for VMWare ROBO solution 
 
 
SD-WAN is not always a requirement to address the needs of the branch. The existing 
physical perimeter router and firewall may be kept in place at the branch. In this case, 
NSX provides connectivity and micro-segmentation to branch workloads through the 
Distributed Firewall and optionally partner security services can also be leveraged. 
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Another option is to use the NSX Edge Services Gateway for both users and workloads. 
In this scenario, an existing physical router can remain in place or can be replaced by 
the ESG. In both cases, the NSX ESG provides functionality including first hop routing 
for all users, workloads and physical compute resources, DHCP server/relay and 
security for all North/South traffic from the branch to Internet or WAN. The ESG can 
also provide IPSec VPN tunnel termination between the branch and the data center. 
 
On the Local Area Networking (LAN) side, VMware Distributed Switches allow 
networking to be centrally defined in software, and distributed across the hypervisors in 
the data center and in the branches. Distributed Switches can be used as a template 
and applied to a large number of branches and enable rapid provisioning of applications 
along with their connectivity.  

 
Providing Branch Visibility and Security with NSX 
Perimeter security at the branch is crucial, as branches are increasingly leveraging a 
local Internet breakout versus backhauling traffic to the datacenter, which means a new 
perimeter now exists at the branch for which NGFW security is typically a necessity. 
This new model and the increased use of cloud applications also means less visibility 
and control over the branch traffic. Also, because branches are typically less secure 
than the data center, yet often have access to the same resources as enterprise users, 
they are a common attack vector to get to the data center. Additionally, very often 
compliance is a driver for security at the branch. There may be requirements to 
segment local branch applications from public facing applications, segment PCI 
workloads at the branch from non-PCI assets and so on. All of these are drivers to 
extend micro-segmentation from the data center across to the branches, as well as the 
requirement to provide perimeter security at the branch. 
 
NSX Micro-Segmentation can protect virtual workloads in the branch. Micro-
Segmentation provides the ability to apply fine-grained segmentation controls to 
workloads, and one of its core components is the Distributed Firewall, which is a kernel-
based firewall, applied to every vNIC of every VM in a cluster. Micro-Segmentation can 
also leverage the NSX Service Insertion framework, which allows for additional partner 
services such as NGFW, IPS or AV to be applied granularly to select VM traffic. 
Because the Distributed Firewall is applied to each vNIC, it can filter East/West traffic 
between VMs but also traffic from a VM going to the outside. Similar to what NSX does 
for the data center, it can use micro-segmentation in the branch in order to segment off 
different workloads from other workloads, in order to meet compliance requirements, 
and to achieve a Zero Trust model for virtual workloads in the branch by only allowing 
communication that is required for the application to function. 
 
Typically, branch offices have a lower number of workloads than a data center, with the 
vast majority of branches having less than 25, and sometimes much less. It is 
imperative that a branch security solution also enables security for physical workloads 
and users. The NSX Edge Services Gateway provides L3/L4 filtering and can act as a 
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router for all traffic, including traffic from users and physical appliances. Another option 
is to deploy a virtual instance of an SD-WAN appliance, in which case the SD-WAN 
appliance becomes a router sitting in between all of the branch users, Virtual Machines 
and physical workloads on one side, and the WAN connections on the other side. We 
can then apply the Distributed Firewall to the LAN vNIC of that SD-WAN VM to apply 
not only the native L3/L4 filtering the DFW provides, but also leverage service insertion 
to apply NGFW services to all traffic crossing the perimeter. 
 

 
Figure 10: NSX Micro-Segmentation extended to the branches 
 
 
The above depicts extending NSX Micro-Segmentation from our central location to 
branch offices. A vCenter deployed in the DC can manage an ESXi host that is remotely 
deployed at a branch location and NSX manager at the DC can be used to prepare the 
branch host with NSX, which installs the Distributed Firewall kernel module to the host. 
Now any VM on the branch can be Micro-Segmented from any other VM at the branch 
or to anything in the data center and L3/L4 firewalling can be applied to every traffic 
flow. For instance, PCI workloads can be segmented off from everything else in the 
data center as well as the branch, or a kiosk application can be isolated from a credit 
card processing application at the branch, and should only be able to connect to the 
Internet using HTTP and nothing else, and only to sites that have a good reputation and 
are in safe categories. 
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NSX for ROBO Licensing 
With the VMware NSX 6.3 release, VMware has introduced the NSX for ROBO license. 
This is in line with existing ROBO licenses for vSphere and vSAN and is based on per-
VM licensing in order to accommodate the often lower consolidation ratios at branch 
offices. The features included in this license are similar to the existing NSX Advanced 
license, with the addition of VPN capability (IPSEC and SSL) but excluding distributed 
routing and software L2 bridging. Licenses are only required for powered-on VMs to 
enable High Availability (HA). 
 

Conclusion 
There are many challenges with traditional branches, leaving IT slow to change, and 
incurring high OpEx and CapEx associated with the many different purpose built 
appliances needed for each branch, the time to bring up a new branch as a result of 
having this stack of different appliances, the high cost of traditional private links, and the 
operational challenges with managing and servicing the infrastructure and applications 
they support.  
  
The VMware ROBO solution enables a next-generation “Software-Defined Branch” with 
vSphere enabling the virtualization of applications, and vSAN providing storage 
availability and resiliency. NSX provides security and visibility by extending micro-
segmentation and a common platform for advanced integrations to the branch. The 
provisioning of the ROBO software stack, networking, and security can now be 
automated and once deployed, branches can be centrally managed. In addition, 3rd 
party services such as an SD-WAN virtual appliance, or the NSX Edge Services 
Gateway can be deployed within the branch server to enable an adaptable branch 
perimeter. 
 


